Passive Voice Exercise

Fill in the blanks with a passive verb form.

1. This table .................................. teakwood.
   is made of
   made from
   is made from

2. The house ..................................
   is still being building
   is still being built
   is still building

3. The suspect .................................. by the police.
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is interrogating

is being interrogating

is being interrogated

4. His application ........................................

has approved

has been approved

is approving

5. The student .................................................. for misbehaving in the class.

punished

was punished

was punishing
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6. I can't find my phone. It ....................................
   - must have stolen
   - must have been stolen
   - must be stealing

7. These houses .................................. brick and mortar.
   - make from
   - are made of
   - are made from

8. This house .................................. in 1980.
   - was building
   - was built
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9. He ................................ of theft.

has accused
was accusing
was accused

10. The work ................................ by evening.

will complete
will be completing
will be completed

11. The certificates ..................................... to you.
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are mailing

have mailed

have been mailed

12. The room ................................ at the moment.

is cleaning

is being cleaned

has cleaned

Answers

1. This table is made of teakwood.

2. The house is still being built.

3. The suspect is being interrogated by the police.
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4. His application has been approved.

5. The student was punished for misbehaving in the class.

6. I can’t find my phone. It must have been stolen.

7. These houses are made of brick and mortar.

8. This house was built in 1980.

9. He was accused of theft.

10. The work will be completed by evening.

11. The certificates have been mailed to you.

12. The room is being cleaned at the moment.